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About This Content

Hello everyone, we are happy to announce SCUM Supporter pack. This is a bundle of extra goodies for the people who want to
go another extra mile to support SCUM developers.

All items that you get are purely for visual purpose and do not affect game play in any impactful way. More items will be added
to the supporter pack as we progress through the Early Access period of SCUM. The SCUM Supporter Pack includes the

following digital items:

- Unique blue glowing BCU

- SCUM developer undershirt that have only people who have worked on SCUM.

- Exclusive skull tattoo. (Head, and left arm)

- Mini Game Design Document. So you can see how SCUM was made from the beginning.

- Templates for our orange and black t-shirts so you can print them out for yourself.

- Mystery prison pocket item. How to claim it? You'll figure it out.
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UPDATE 1

- Nice Watch (in-game watch)

UPDATE 2

- 2 inches in length

UPDATE 3

- Willy Warmer

UPDATE 4

- Whistling

This list will expand through time so stay tuned for more goodies!! Thank you everybody from the bottom of our hearts for all
your support.

-Gamepires Team
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Title: SCUM Supporter Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Gamepires, Croteam
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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Remember that old flash game where you guide a missle down a tunnel and try to avoid crashing by flying through holes in the
walls? This game is basically that. And that's fine! I like that kind of game. But the controls here kill it.

You fly through the holes in letters and avoid touching the letters themselves. While you're free to move whereever you want
horizontally, there are only two vertical planes: top and bottom. So you can't fly through the center of the letter O; you have to
fly around the upper or lower corners of it. So that takes getting used to.

But the WORST thing, by far, is the camera. The whole game is about lining up your block to make it through the empty spaces.
But every time you move, no matter how small of a move it is, the camera violently whips around so you can't see straight.
Imagine trying to thread a needle while shaking your head back and forth. It's nigh unplayable when you can't figure out where
your block is going in a game about percision.

You know what would fix this ENTIRE game? Lock the camera behind the cube you control. That way you can actually see
what's going on. The way this game is now, it's an unplayable mess.. Pretty fun game. The rules are simple: destroy the other
ships by matching 4+ same color bricks to shoot and the more combos you make, the higher damage you will do to the other
ships. Sounds easy right?... until you realize the others ships shooting at you go by the same rules.. Not like any other RPG of
this design i have played before, this isnt cute Zelda type stuff.
Black comedy mixed with horror film references.

Psychotic killer always on the lookout for you (save regularly), keeps you on your toes while solving the puzzles.

Well designed with great music and sound effects.. THIS GUM (CHUCKLE) IS GREAT BUY IT NOW BUY IT FOR YOUR
FRIENDS GIVE IT THEM AS A JOKE AND TURNS OUT ITS GREAT I WAS SCREAMING OUTLOUD AT MY
FRIENDS WHEN THEY TRIED TO STEAL MY BLOODY STAR ITS GREAT BOUNCING ALL AROUND LIKE A MAD
MAN BUY IT NOW WHILE ITS CHEAP ITS THE BESTEST GUM (CHUCKLE X2) IN THE WORLD. Gravel is a fun
arcade racer. I did not see any bugs or performance issues.. Interesting and promising
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If you like Overcooked 1 & 2 or any time managment game this will definitely be something you could get into. It it pretty
challenging but rewarding!. Just the way I like them :). War Of Beach, literally just a crappy rip-off of boombeach. you only get
it if you want boom beach for PC. this♥♥♥♥♥♥is hilarious. Overall, this game just isn't fun. It's certainly closer than a lot of
other games out there right now, but I dunno, maybe I'm too picky.

My biggest complaints are

1) Enemies are dumb. Like *really* dumb. They just kinda run at you and die super fast.
2) The number of spells you have at your disposal is very limited, and they aren't very interesting.

The game really tries to pull you in with the horror and light storytelling, but neither are really what I am looking for (and
neither are very good here either...)

My other nitpicks would be that the screenshots almost make it seem like there is some sort of alchemy mechanics or a lot of
interactivity with objects, but there's not any of that. You can't touch\/ pickup most stuff and even if you could, there's nothing
to do with it. This game is literally "walk down the hallway, spam fireballs at the braindead enemies, rinse repeat".

There are no complex systems.
There is no combat depth.
There is nothing interesting here.

This game is boring.. A light-hearted take on the "we have no social life" crowd on FM.

Jokes are as great as you would expect.
Highly recommended.

10\/10 he insulted Lord Heskey.. adfdfadfsafadf. It is the worst tool that I have ever used. You can't even control all settings via
this app you rather need to stay at the website to use some other features .... I have problems with loging me in and this tool can't
handle anything of that !. If you're a fan of the old school Time Crisis games back in the Arcade, you'll get some enjoyment out
of this.

And the enemy designs are well done.. Wat iz dis, better buy any 8bit racer game
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